STWST48x3 – 48 Hours MIND LESS

Under the slogan MIND LESS, STWST48x3, the third edition of STWST48, offers a 48-hour showcase-art-extravaganza of the expanding kind. Mindless information, open states of mind, an infolab in opposition to new media, quasi-coordinates of extended contexts, funky fun-gis, digital physics and a Meltdown Totale: STWST48x3 MIND LESS is addressing new art contexts that have been developed in and around the Stadtwerkstatt Linz in recent years. Watch out: MIND LESS Stadtwerkstatt is also in 2017 under the directive of New Art Contexts and autonomous structures.

MYCELIUM NETWORK SOCIETY

STWST Residencies

Mycelium Network Society, a brand new network initiative situated a post-internet mudland, divers the pursuit of magic mushroom, from a state of hyper-hallucination to collective fungal consciousness. MNC investigates the fungi culture, its network capacity to communicate and process information. MNC shows works from Artists of der Summer-Residencies on survey vessel Eleonore.

THE MYCOS EXPERIENCE

Presentation

If the mycology is a communication network, certain mushrooms must be the data centers. In the mycology experience Servando Barrera is involved with Polysclips / Polipics.

+++++++FOYER / 48 HOURS CONTINUOUS

BYNDELLE HYBRIDA

Installation

Byndelle Hybrida focuses on the search of a hybrid created out of the combination of metals and mycelium. The project is inspired by papers, which involve concepts of nature, technique and cyborgs. A project by Azucena Sanchez.

+++++++FOYER / 48 HOURS CONTINUOUS

THE ROBOT IS PRESENT

Installation

The Robot is present. A humanoid robot is present. A second work shows autonomous robots, which act as self-created adaptive space sculptures. A.U.S. deal with questions about presence, the conceptualization of robotics, and with artificial embodied agents.

+++++++STWST CLUB / Fr + Sa, 16 – 01 h

INFOLAB VIDEoclub: DIGITAL PHYSICS

Streaming-Club

Infotrail is proud to present: snow lens – it's not our real world. 38 films, non-stop in 2x24 hours. In this cinema you can have a drink and watch 24 hours non-stop documentaries about information technology, quantum theory and digital physics. Let's break the natural laws. A project by Franz Xaver.

+++++++SERVUS CLUB/RAM / 48 HOURS CONTINUOUS

FUNKFEUER.DE

Presentation

The Infolab of the Stadtwerkstatt is continuously working on an autonomous information network. The current development status of the project Funkfeuer.de will be presented. Let's secure autonomous information. A project by Franz Xaver.

+++++++SERVUS CLUB/RAM / 48 HOURS CONTINUOUS

QUASIKUNST

Quasikunst is systematic-performative research, since several years settled in the »New Art Contexts« of Stadtwerkstatt. It loosely refers to existing concepts such as quasi-objects and their extensive contexts. Quasikunst this year discusses non-human actors, as entities, systemic subjects, quasi-presences of nature and technology. It's all about the whole.

ICEBERG / THE ENTITY – 48 HOURS MELTDOWN

Installation

An ice block as an entity is performing its most obvious aspects as a 48 hours meltdown. A project by Tanja Brandmayr.

+++++++STWST CLUB / Fr + Sa, 16 – 01 h

ENTER THE NET – GET A PASSPORT FOR THE COLD LAND

Installation

Whenever we do not know, whenever we feel alien, whenever we can not help it, we do it, we ape to the nets. Lisa Spall installs a short audio-text in beginning correspondence to cold/meltdown.

+++++++STWST CLUB / Fr + Sa, 16 – 01 h

THE ROBOT IS PRESENT

Installation/Performance

The group H.A.U.S. inverts the performance ‘The Artist is Present’ by Marina Abramović. A humanoid robot is present. A second work shows autonomous robots, which act as self-created adaptive space sculptures. A.U.S. deal with questions about presence, the conceptualization of robotics, and with artificial embodied agents.

+++++++STWST CLUB / Fr + Sa, 16 – 01 h

SCHLIESSLÖCHER.DE

Presentation

The installation of data centers… In the mycos experience Servando Barreiro is involved

+++++++STWST CLUB / Fr + Sa, 16 – 01 h

THE MIND HAVE LESS

STWST48x3 CLUB NIGHTS

MIND LESS

STWST48x3 CLUB NIGHTS

ExTRA

TRIBUTE TO ARMIN

Talk, Dinner, Party

On Saturday there will be a tribute for the median theorist Armin Medosch, who died this year. For this event, Richard Barbrooke, Camel, Shu Lea Cheang, Walter Grötsch, mukul, Felix Stadler, James Stevens, Franz Xaver, Ina Zwenger and other friends and guests will be present. The tribute will go into a Schmouchacht-Clubnight.

+++++++STWST CLUB / 20 h TALK – 22 h DINNER – 23 h Schmouchacht-Party

KOOPS

BETEAD HEADBUSTING

Female Artists

The FACES network celebrates its 20th anniversary in the Stadtwerkstatt, faces-f.net. Hosted by servus.

+++++++STWST AREA / TIME tba

4040 LOWER EAST SITE

Brandoen Area

As an extension, the Danube area opens up to the Salonschiff Florentine, and the whole area will be branched under 4040 LOWER EAST SITE in September for the first time. As a cooperation of STWST and Salonschiff Florentine: MIND LESS and THE MISSED

+++++++LOWER EAST SITE / FULL TIMETABLE lowereastsite.com

stwst48x3.stwst.at